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Abstract

As a business owner, you want to expand your reach, generate more sales and grow 
your business. You want to leave a mark in the world with your unique product or 
service—coaching, financial services, home based business, bookshop, hair salon, 
coffee shop, jewelry store, etc.
 
Every business wants to reach a wider audience and let them know who they are, 
what they do, why they do it, where they do it, how they do it and when they do it. “It” 
being their business. 
 
Businesses are spending colossal sums of money on some marketing methods and 
getting nothing much in return. Consider the rate at which potential clients are 
leaving Social Media networks, skipping advertisements preceding videos or using “Ad 
blockers” on their web browsers.
 
Business owners without websites are relying on friends and family to get referrals. 
This limitation is costing them access to a wider audience and the opportunity to 
grow their business. Lack of a website is a dilemma they seek to resolve. 
 
The Digital Age has changed the way buyers relate with advertisers. Once buyers hear 
of a company or product, they first want to check it out online. This has given rise to 
Content Marketing where you create information products to educate your clients 
before selling them anything.
 
A good way to supercharge your marketing efforts is to use a digital information 
product that is versatile, economical and long lasting. A White Paper.
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Introduction

A White Paper is a digital information product that will reach a wider audience 
because it is shareable and ideal even where you do not have a website for your 
business. It will showcase your business and answer your clients’ questions regarding 
your products and services. As a result, you will overcome their initial resistance by 
providing information that will seal their purchasing decision—in your favor. A White 
Paper is a good addition to your content marketing strategy. 
 
The Content Marketing Institute defines Content Marketing as  "a strategic marketing 
approach focused on creating and distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent 
content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience — and, ultimately, to drive 
profitable customer action." 
 
People have probably told you your business needs a website, blog, Social Media 
profile, YouTube channel, and the list is endless. What if you have a website and no 
time to blog? What if you have no website? What if you can’t fit a paid blogger into 
your budget? What if you do not understand how to market your business on all 
these platforms? How do you boost your marketing efforts?
 
A White Paper will come to your rescue.
 
It is a concise and authoritative report issued by an organization helping readers 
understand a topic, solve a problem or promote features of a product or service. 
Anyone who has a product to sell can use it. Its purpose is to persuade a customer to 
purchase a product or service after learning how it will solve their problem. It is a 
marketing tool and best used before attempting to make a sale. 
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Why Your Business 

Needs A White Paper

A White Paper focuses on the solution your product provides to the reader and not 
the features the product has. The reader is after the solution and if you present it well 
in your paper, it will overcome any resistance they may have in purchasing your 
product.
 
Buyers of some products want comprehensive information before making an 
investment. They want to know what they are getting themselves into and avoid 
buyer's remorse. 
 
Gordon Graham, a White Paper expert says a business will need a White Paper when 
it is selling something new, complex or expensive. Whether you are selling a product, 
service, technology or methodology, you will need one.
 
With a White Paper, you can do away with irrelevant and outdated marketing 
methods that eat into your budget and produce few results. Because of the technical 
nature of some products or services, their features and benefits need a detailed 
description which cannot fit into a brochure, flyer or Social Media graphic. Examples 
include, a coaching service, WI-FI connectivity, new model of a smartphone, new 
product line, etc. 
 
Some businesses have multiple and closely related products and clients need 
information to identify the one most suited to their needs.
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A White Paper is a good way to provide your 
readers with related information in one document, 
generate sales leads and educate your clients on 
your products. It will boost your digital marketing 
strategy. It will come in handy where you don’t 
have a website for your business. 
 
As a digital marketing tool it will give you an online 
presence and put your business before a targeted 
audience.
 
According to the 2017 Content Preferences Survey 
Report, 71% of buyers want content that is easier 
to access. There is a growing popularity for content 
on demand. 58% of buyers recommended 
marketers package related content together. 44% 
of buyers suggested more mobile-friendly content. 
 
This makes a White Paper the go-to resource for 
many buyers. It is easy to access, has related 
information and is mobile-friendly. Buyers can 
read it long after they leave your website.
 
 
 

71% -  content that is 
easier to access 

58% - related content put 
together 

44% - mobile-friendly 
content 

What Buyers Want:

2017 Content Preferences 
Survey Report
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5 Online Marketing 

Challenges a White 

Paper Will Help You 

Overcome
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Many businesses lose clients behind the online scenes and because they don’t 
know this, they can do nothing about it. When readers visit your website to check 
out your products, they silently go away if they do not get sufficient information to 
decide whether or not your product solves their problem. Many businesses have 
lost clients to competitors who have all the information neatly laid out for anyone 
who seeks to buy their products—which are like yours.
 
According to Smart Insights, one way to create effective digital marketing content 
is to let customers dictate the content. Do this by knowing their interests and 
providing them with content that resonates with them. They will reward you with 
loyalty and engagement.
 
Be a step ahead of your competitors and provide all relevant information in form 
of a White Paper. Identify the readers’ problem and show them why you are the 
one to solve it. You will create a rapport with them and removed any resistance to 
buying your product.
 
 

1. Losing Clients 

Without Knowing It
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Almost every online platform offers advertising to business owners: Google, 
Facebook, Instagram, Amazon among others. They recognize the desire of 
businesses to turn readers into buyers of their products. Advertisers have taken 
advantage of this opportunity and have gone at it full throttle. The result has been 
both good and bad. Good, because of reaching a global audience and bad because 
advertisements have clogged every corner of the internet.
 
The glut of advertisements has seen advertisers place them within blog posts, 
before and within videos, in free email accounts and many other places much to the 
annoyance of readers. This has elicited a negative reaction from readers and a lot of 
them have installed “Ad blockers” on their smartphones and PC web browsers. They 
don’t get to see a lot of the advertisements which companies have paid for 
handsomely.
 
The Nielson Norman Group notes that promoting company products should focus 
on customer support and service and not sales driven. Companies should use 
detailed product specifications and supporting information to facilitate the buying 
process. A company should help customers buy and not hard sell to them.
 
A good strategy is using a White Paper. It is a onetime investment that yields results 
for life. It is a good marketing investment and a non-intrusive and subtle form of 
advertisement.
 
 

2. Low Return on 

Investment From 

Digital Advertisement
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Your website has lots of beneficial content for those who pay you an online visit. 
When buyers want to purchase a product, they are looking for specific information 
and do not want to go through loads of it.
 
With a White Paper, you can curate the information relevant to the purchasing of 
your product. Buyers can make a quick decision. Keep in mind they have visited your 
competitors’ websites and already know about your product. What they want to find 
out is whether it applies to their unique situation.
 
According to EContent Magazine, there is a lot of information on the internet and 
curating content will allow you to share only relevant information. Readers are 
turning to content curation to help them sift through the information overload to get 
to the most relevant content. Content curation is the putting together content from a 
variety of sources and delivering it in an organized fashion.
 
Take, for example, a potential buyer looking for WI-FI connectivity and wants to know 
if you’ll give them a free decoder, what your package includes, what sets your product 
apart from the rest, etc. This information is on your website but they want it put 
together in a way that answers their most pressing questions.
 
If you have no company website, a White Paper will give you the opportunity to let 
others know you exist and how your product can address their unique situation. 
 
 

3. Scattered Information 

Buyers Need to Make a 

Purchasing Decision
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Some business owners do not have websites for one reason or the other. Some are 
new and still getting their operations right, others have no intentions of getting a 
website, still some do not know how to go about maintaining a website, while many 
are waiting to establish themselves before seeking an online presence. Having no 
website doesn’t mean that you cannot advertise online and reach a wider audience.
 
According to a survey by Clutch.co, 46% of small businesses do not have a website 
with the top two reasons for not doing so being: no relevance to the business or 
industry and the cost of a website. The third reason is: such businesses do not have a 
website because they use Social Media profiles instead. A business without a website can 
use the platform they already have to send out their White Paper.
 
You can send a White Paper to readers in a variety of ways. You can post it on your 
Facebook profile, upload it onto your LinkedIn profile, send to your networks on 
WhatsApp or include it in an email newsletter. It contains your contact details and 
clients can easily find you.
 
It is important for a business without a website to consider various options for 
gaining an online presence. Customers usually check out a business online when they 
want to purchase their products. You can consider having a one page website that 
acts as a brochure or use one of the free platforms— Wordpress and Blogspot —to 
open an easy to update website that does not require technical help.
 
 

4. Reaching a Wider 

Audience Without a 

Business Website
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When buyers do not get the information they need on your website or Social 
Media profile, they send a barrage of emails and make many phone calls till they 
get it. Sometimes they get frustrated because one question answered leads to 
another question and it gets tiring calling customer service. You spend a lot of man 
hours answering questions yet it will be easier to send the clients a White Paper 
that answers most if not all the questions they have about your product. 
 
One way a business answers buyers’ questions is through their FAQs section. 
When well done, this section can answer a customer’s questions throughout the 
purchasing process. According to SuperOffice, 70% of website users expect a 
company’s website to include a self-service application. The FAQs page is one of 
the top channels used for customer service and it can help increase sales, reduce 
incoming calls and help you build trust.
 
A White Paper can be your FAQs document tailor made to answer basic buyer 
questions and will save you a lot of man hours spent on the phone or email. This 
reduces the time your staff members spend answering the same questions 
endlessly. They can direct buyers to your White Paper to get comprehensive 
information on your product. This minimizes the questions buyers ask because 
you make it easy for them to buy thereby increasing your sales.
 
 

5. Spending a Lot of 

Time Answering Basic 

Client Queries
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4 Less Common but 

Impactful Benefits of 

a White Paper to 

Your Business

WHITE PAPER
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According to the 2017 Content Preferences Survey Report by DemandGen Report, 
77% of buyers rely on White Papers to make purchasing decisions for a particular 
product. They compare this to the use of eBooks, webinars or other methods. Buyers 
have less time to research on potential purchases and want to get right into the meat 
of the content. The most popular type of content is one that lays out a formula for 
success.
 
White Papers are documents where you can lay out a “formula for success” by 
showing buyers how your product solves their problem in an easy-to-understand 
way. They are tailor made to a targeted audience, and this increases their chance of 
converting browsers into buyers. You gain trust as a thought leader in your field and 
gain the authority to educate prospective clients.
 
The benefits of White Papers to a business are undeniable. Most of those who write 
about White Papers have listed common benefits and the top two include:
 
• They make you an authority in your field. Writing a well-researched White Paper 
sets you apart as an industry expert and buyers are likely to follow your advice and 
pay the price of your products.
• Generate sales leads. With a White Paper, you can set it on your website and use it 
to collect contact information from those who visit. These are sales leads you can 
follow up with a phone call or email.
 
There are less common benefits of using a White Paper as part of your content 
marketing strategy. These include the following:
 
 

Common Benefits
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1. Use the content in a speaking engagement. When giving a talk on your product 
or service, you can lift off the information from your White Paper. This saves you the 
time to think up a topic. Because you have already done your research and know the 
relevance of your product, it is easy to give a persuasive talk and be the “go-to” 
person for advice on your topic. You can use the content in different sections of your 
paper to come up with a topic for different speaking engagements or events.
 
2. It is shareable. Unlike your website which is static, a White Paper can travel to 
places where your potential clients are. You can have your paper is different locations 
like Social Media, email newsletter, website, an industry regulator’s website, 
marketplace journal and many other places. You can give it away free or use it to 
collect contact information on your website. Having your contact information at the 
end of the paper means that anyone can reach you, even without a website. If 
attending an industry exhibition, you can print copies and give away on your stand.
 
3. It is convertible. You can convert your White Paper into different information 
products. You can use the content to create blog posts, brochures, flyers, Social 
Media graphics, etc. It can give you topics you can use to write an eBook which you 
can use to create passive income. Having a White Paper saves you time you need to 
create content for the different information products you will need from time to time.
 
4. It is an everlasting marketing tool. You create a White Paper once but it lasts a 
lifetime. It will be your go-to marketing resource over the years when you penetrate 
new markets.
 
 

Less Common 

Benefits
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There are many ways to use a White Paper and make it work for you online and 
offline. Here are some of those ways.
 
✔ Post it on your website as a free giveaway or to collect contact information from 
potential clients.
 
✔ Send it to your email list. If you have a marketing newsletter you send out 
regularly, include it.
 
✔ Post it across your Social Media profiles e.g. Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. On 
LinkedIn, you can upload it onto your profile where anyone who visits your page can 
access it easily. You can send it to WhatsApp groups that allow marketing of products 
and services.
 
✔ You can send it to prospective clients who want to know about your business. If 
you have no website, you can print copies and place them at the reception desk in 
your office.
 
✔ Send it with a business proposal when pitching for business.
 
✔ Print copies and give away during an exhibition, event or conference.
 
✔ You can use it as a feature article in a newspaper, magazine or industry journal.
 
 

How to Use a 

White Paper
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You may wonder how to come up with a topic for your White Paper. There are many 
ways you can develop ideas and there are no hard and fast rules. Choose what works 
for you. Here are a few ideas.
 
1) Write about your product and how it solves the reader’s problem
 
2) How your business can grow your clients’ businesses
 
3) Answer frequently asked questions (FAQs) about your product
 
4) Identify multiple uses of your product
 
5) Pros and cons of a product or service in your industry and your recommendations
 
6) New developments in your business or product range
 
7) Trends in your industry and how they affect your products
 
 

How to Identify Topics 

for Your White Paper
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A White Paper does not have to be a highly technical paper that should scare you. 
The guide below gives you steps that will help you put together a simple paper that 
communicates with clarity what you offer your readers.
 
• Idea generation - research ideas or brainstorm topics with your team
 
• Identify a topic and crystalize your message
 
• Outline your paper
 
• Flesh out your topics
 
• Research on facts and figures to support your main points
 
• Include an abstract, introduction, conclusion and company biography
 
• Edit and proofread your paper
 
• Identify images you will use
 
• Get a suitable layout for your paper and convert it to PDF
 
• Write a short description to introduce the paper on your website or email
 
 

A Basic Guide on How 

to Write a White Paper
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When used as part of your content marketing strategy, a White Paper will boost your 
marketing efforts and increase sales. It is no longer a document for a privileged few. 
You can have a simple paper that showcases your product and how it solves your 
clients’ problems. The goal is for you to have a document that summarizes your 
business and your audience can use to make a purchasing decision.
 
A White Paper is more of an educational product and not a sales document. Today’s 
buyer prefers information over advertisement. With the rise of "ad blocking" by web 
users, a White Paper, well positioned will be your lifesaver. With it, you don’t have to 
spend so much on advertisements that have a high chance of being ignored by your 
audience because they appear to them in an “annoying” way.
 
The beauty of a White Paper is its ability to serve every business, with or without a 
website. A business without a website can use Social Media and email to dispense the 
paper. The only drawback is you cannot use it to collect contact information using an 
automated process. You can however request the reader at the end of your paper to 
send you their email address and you will include them in your mailing list. 
 
The good news is that you do not have to create the White Paper yourself, you can 
hire a writer to write one for you. Hire a writer who is competent and understands 
what you want to communicate about your business. A content writer will help you 
identify topics for your paper.
 
You will be eternally grateful for deciding to have a White paper that does the online 
walking for you.
 
 

Conclusion
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